Neighborhood Coordinator Guide
Congratulations! You have been approved to host a Tree Your Block event in your
neighborhood! Now it’s time to plan the event. This guide will help you make sure all the
pieces are in place to make your Tree Your Block giveaway a success.


SELECT A DATE AND TIME FOR YOUR GIVEAWAY
 Consider school calendars, weather, and other timing issues.
 Giveaway date must be between September 1 and October 15.
 Communicate your top two preferred dates to Keep Denton Beautiful by September 1 to allow
for delivery scheduling.



SELECT THE GIVEAWAY LOCATION
 Choose a centrally located site within your neighborhood to host the Tree Your Block giveaway
event. Consider how well the site can accommodate pedestrian and vehicle traffic.
 Be sure the space is large enough for 100 trees and 100 people.
 Plan for an alternate location in case of bad weather.
 Plan to have a secure location on-site or nearby to store the trees prior to your giveaway – it’s
best if this location has access to water in case your trees get thirsty!



GET HELP
 Recruit 8-10 volunteers from your neighborhood to assist with the event.
 Your neighborhood will be responsible for the following tasks:
 Unloading, storing, and temporary care of trees upon delivery;
 Developing a plan in advance for traffic flow, registration of tree recipients, volunteer
needs (i.e., snacks, water, restrooms), and any other details you may want to include for
your event;
 Spreading the word about the event by distributing door hangers, making social media
posts, attending neighborhood meetings, etc.;
 Helping on the day of the giveaway with:
 Directing traffic (2 volunteers);
 Registering tree recipients (2 volunteers);
 Giving away trees (2 volunteers);
 Any additional support or event needs (2-4 volunteers).



GENERATE INTEREST!
 Begin outreach to your neighborhood at least 1 month before the giveaway
 Please use only the approved artwork and materials; if other materials are needed, notify KDB




Promote the giveaway to members of your community and surrounding neighborhoods
Ideas for promoting your giveaway include:
 Neighborhood newsletter
 Door Hangers
 Neighborhood Facebook page
 NextDoor
 Announce your giveaway at neighborhood meetings
 Invite KDB to speak at a neighborhood gathering



KDB will provide the following materials to help promote your event:
 Sample promotional language
 Flyer
 Door hanger



GET YOUR TREES
 KDB will have trees delivered to your secure storage location a few days prior to the giveaway.
 Your neighborhood will need to provide at least 3 volunteers to assist with unloading the trees
(Trees will by 3-gallon size and weigh approximately 10 lbs each)
 Trees must be watered if they are stored for more than 2 days
 If the storage location is different from the giveaway site, you must arrange for transport of the
trees



GIVE AWAY TREES!
 KDB will provide the following materials to help with managing your Tree Your Block event:
 Sample event timeline
 To Do List
 Supply Needs List
 Copy of the “Tree Owner’s Manual” booklet for each tree recipient



REGISTER PARTICIPANTS AS THEY PICK UP THEIR FREE TREE
As a requirement of this program, coordinators must ensure that each and every tree that is given away
is registered with a planting address. This will help KDB in tracking the trees’ health, and monitoring
success of the program over time.


KDB will provide the following materials for registration of tree recipients:
 Sign-in sheets
 Instructions for how to register tree recipients

Have additional questions not answered here?
Contact Keep Denton Beautiful * (940)349-8739 * lauren@kdb.org

Thanks for helping us grow Denton’s tree canopy!
The Tree Your Block Program is made possible by the Denton Tree Initiative, a
partnership campaign between Keep Denton Beautiful and the City of Denton to plant
12,000 new trees by 2019. Learn more at www.dentontreeninitiative.com

